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Introduction
MedicareCart is the decision support solution that empowers Agents to make personalized
Medicare plan recommendations in which Medicare beneficiaries can electronically enroll. Agents
can use MedicareCart to match beneficiaries with available plans based on individual preferences
and provide them with estimated out-of-pocket costs.
After a beneficiary chooses a plan, MedicareCart can be used to assist the beneficiary with
enrollment. Beneficiaries can also self-enroll based on a quote or application that has been sent to
them by an agent or an agent's personalized shopping link.
MedicareCart provides the following benefits in an omin-channel experience:
A streamlined shopping workflow for viewing, comparing, and quoting plan options to
beneficiaries.
Beneficiary profiles that securely save personal information and keep track of enrollment
progress
A consultation workflow that guides Agents through the process of collecting relevant
information for creating personalized recommendations
Electronic Scope of Appointment to capture required SOA documentation from beneficiary
electronically or to upload files, streamlining the process for Agents
Drug and pharmacy finding tools that allow Agents to assist beneficiaries with specific drug
and pharmacy coverage questions independent of the shopping and quoting workflow

Altogether these tools enable Agents to recommend the plan that provides the greatest benefit to
the beneficiary.

About This Agent Guide
This Agent Guide describes the features available in MedicareCart. It is intended primarily for
licensed Agents of Western Marketing to supplement their training and to understand how to use
the features of MedicareCart.
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About MedicareCart
MedicareCart is Western Marketing's multi-carrier Shopping, Quoting and Enrollment
Platform for Medicare Agents and Brokers. Quote and enroll your clients from one
platform for the industry's leading carriers for Medicare Advantage Plans, MAPD Plans,
Prescription Drug Plans, and Medicare Supplement Plans.
Today's new normal is Telework, and MedicareCart's best-fit plan technology supports
your remote-work efforts by allowing you to comfortably connect with consumers from
your home or office via mobile phone, tablet and laptop.
Accurate Pricing and Plan Options - MedicareCart provides the most accurate
drug pricing and personalized Medicare plan options (Medicare Advantage, MAPD,
PDP and Medicare Supplement) to ensure reliable total out-of-pocket estimates are
all delivered on one user-friendly platform.
Agent-Specific URLs - Every agent gets their own personal shopping link! Place your
unique URL on your website, emails or social media pages so consumers can shop
and enroll themselves in their best-fit plan. When consumers enroll using your URL,
you get paid!
Blue Button Integration - Quickly load your client's prescription drug info by using
the Blue Button integration with Medicare.gov.
Text To Enroll - Engage seniors the way they want to engage. Send a link via text
message or email for seniors to review, sign and submit their pre-filled enrollment
forms. Your clients can sign using any touch screen device. Scope of Appointments
can be sent by text or email, also.
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Carriers
MedicareCart currently offers Medicare solutions from each of the carriers shown below.
For Plan Year 2021, only the carriers listed below will be available
for enrollment through MedicareCart.
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Products
MedicareCart currently offers Medicare enrollment options from each
of the carriers shown below.

START TO FINISH ENROLLMENT THRU MEDICARECART
LINKS TO CARRIER SITE FOR ENROLLMENT
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Logging In
Western Marketing agents will access MedicareCart using their National Producer Number (NPN).

Go to www.MedicareCart.com
Click "Login to 2021 Site"
Login per the instructions below.
USERNAME: Agent's NPN (always; cannot be changed)
PASSWORD: A password will be provided to the agent upon logging in to
MedicareCart for the first time. Once logged in, the system will force each
agent to reset their password after the first login.
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Forgot Password
Below are the steps for the Forgot Password Process. Please note: Western Marketing will not be
able to recover or reset forgotten passwords; Agents must follow the steps below to reset a
password.

STEP ONE - Click the Forgot Password link on the MedicareCart login homepage
(circled in yellow in the graphic below).

STEP TWO - Enter Username (as shown below)
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Forgot Password
(con't)

STEP THREE - Check email, then click the "Create Password" link provided in the
email (as shown below).

STEP FOUR - Reset password (as shown below).

STEP FIVE - Once Step Four has successfully been completed, a
confirmation window will appear with a link to login again. Click LOGIN
and sign in with your NPN and new password you just created using the
aforementioned steps.
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General Navigation
MedicareCart provides a clean, intuitive layout that allows agents to quickly and easily access the
pages and functions needed to perform tasks.

Global Header
Using the Global Header links as shown below, agents can Search for a profile or create a
New Profile from any page in the system and browse available plans.

Search Profile - Click thus button to access the Search beneficiaries page, where agents can
search for an existing beneficiary profile in the system. If a beneficiary profile exists, this is
how agents can access the beneficiary's saved information, including any enrollments in
progress.
New Profile - Click this button to begin a new consultation for a beneficiary who does not
have a profile. If the beneficiary is interested in shopping for a new plan, agents can calculate a
personalized view of available plans and estimated out of pocket costs for each plan. They can
compare plans, send a quote, and assist the beneficiary completing enrollment.

Global Footer
On the bottom of each page, the footer contains links that allow agents to view additional
information and access additional pages.
These links may include the following:
Home
Drug and Pharmacy Finder
Privacy Policy
Accessibility Statement
Terms of Use
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Beneficiary Profiles
The Search beneficiaries page allows agents to search for an existing beneficiary's profile and view
saved profile informatoin, quoting history, and enrollments in progress or completed.

Search Profile
The Search beneficiaries page appears when agents first log in to MedicareCart (as shown below).
Agents can also access this page by clicking the Search Profile link in the global header at the top of
any page on the site.
It is recommended to always search for a beneficiary as the first step of the enrollment
process in order to avoid duplicate beneficiary records. If the search for a beneficiary returns
no results, it will prompt you to create a brand new beneficiary profile.
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Beneficiary Profiles
(con't)
New/Edit Profile
The Profile page allows agents to create a new profile to being working with a new beneficiary.
Agents can access profile information in the future by searching for the profile. Click New Profile in
the Global Header to access the page to create a new profile. Enter the required information and
click Save.

Required fields are marked with an asterisk *.
After creating a new profile or accessing an existing profile, agents can edit the beneficiary's
information, shop for plans, add preferences information, send a Scope of Appointment or Quick
Quote, or start enrollment.
To proceed to the next step, click Continue to Plans, Continue to SOA, or
Add Preferences below the profile form (as shown in the red rectangle above).
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Beneficiary Profiles
(con't)
Dropdown Menu and Action Bar
While agents are working with a beneficiary profile, a menu is available in the header at the top of
each page. Each menu option represents a page agents can navigate to. These pages allow agents
to see or update information.

Agents can use the buttons at the bottom of pages to progress through the site in the
recommended order. Navigate to any step and these actions will save information or prompt
agents to save anything unsaved on the page.
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Beneficiary Profiles
(con't)
Notes and Tasks
While agents are working with a beneficiary profile, they may need to quickly record
miscellaneous information or add tasks to remind themselves to do something.
In MedicareCart, two quick tools appear on the profile page: Notes and Tasks (as shown below).

Notes
Notes allow agents to track miscellaneous information about
the beneficiary. Some actions agents perform in the system
generate notes automatically. For example, when agents sent
an electronic scope of appointment form, the email and date
are added as a note (example shown to the right).
Additionally, agents can manually add notes to keep track of
information gathered as they work with a beneficiary.
System generated notes include:
Sending an electronic Scope of Appointment
Enrollment Application sent to the benficiary via email
and/or text message
Blue Button integration with MyMedicare.gov initiated
and/or completed
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Beneficiary Profiles
(con't)
Tasks
Tasks allow agents to set reminders to perform actions to
assist the beneficiary. You can select a custom due date
(example shown to the right). The due date determines where
the task appears on the task list. Once a task has been checked
as completed, it cannot be unchecked again at this time.
For example, agents may want to add tasks for the following
types of items:
Check for a completed SOA from the beneficiary
Email materials to the beneficiary
Upload/view SOA's from your desktop
Document a scheduled meeting date and location with a
beneficiary
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
MedicareCart provides a Scope of Appointment page that allows agents to obtain and manage
SOA information for an appointment in the system. This includes an electronic SOA form that
agents can email and/or text to the beneficiary, as well as an agent portion of the form that
agents can complete and submit in the system after the appointment.
While working with a beneficiary profile, agents can access this page by clicking the beneficiary
name in the Global Header and selecting the SOA menu option or clicking Continue to SOA from
the beneficiary's Profile page.

View Before Sending Beneficiary SOA Form

To send the SOA to the beneficiary, simply click Email SOA to send to them via email, or
click Text SOA to send to them via text (as shown above).
Users will be able to download a PDF copy of a completed SOA (both consumers and agents).
Agents can print a blank SOA PDF form for the beneficiary to fill out. They may upload
completed hard copy SOAs from files on their desktop. Users may view an uploaded SOA or
other document by clicking the document name to download it in the original file type.
Accepted file types include: PDF, JPG, GIF or PNG that are less than 5 MB each.
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
(con't)
View After Agent Sends SOA Email to Beneficiary
After agents click Email SOA or Text SOA to send the form to the beneficiary, they will see a
notification in the SOAs activity list that it was sent. A note is also automatically added to the
Profile Notes section (see Notes and Tasks). Example confirmation is shown below.
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
(con't)
Sample Email Beneficiary Receives to Complete SOA Form
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
(con't)
Sample Text Beneficiary Receives to Complete SOA Form
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
(con't)
Sample Beneficiary SOA Form
This is a sample of the form the beneficiary will see when they click the link in the email or the
text message to complete the form. They see the agent information in the header, their options
to choose from for the appointment to discuss and can submit the form.
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
(con't)
Agent Email Notification - Beneficiary Completed SOA
Once the beneficiary completes and submits the SOA form, the agent who sent the SOA form
will receive a notification email that the beneficiary has completed their portion. Example email
shown below.
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
(con't)
View After Receiving Beneficiary SOA Form
The agent will log in and navigate to the beneficiary's Scope of Appointment page. Here they
see the completed form information and the option to Complete form. To open the form, click
Complete Form (as shown in the red rectangle below).
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
(con't)
Agent Completes SOA Form
This is a sample of the Agent portion of the SOA form agents will see when they click on
Complete Form. After the meeting or consultation, agents can return to this page to complete
the Agent portion of the SOA form. This form allows agents to enter information about the
plans that they presented to the beneficiary during the meeting. Fill out the required
information and click Submit Broker Form.
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Scope of Appointment (SOA)
(con't)
Agent Upload SOA Completed Outside of the System
Agents can click the Upload link on the SOA page and upload a document for an SOA completed
outside of the system. Accepted file types include: PDF, JPG, GIF or PNG that are less than 5 MB
each.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
In MedicareCart, agents can enter preferences information specific to the beneficiary to help
select their best fit plan. Entering information in the guided help workflow will help generate
accurate total estimated costs per plan for the beneficiary.
Agency can access the guided help workflow from:
1. The beneficiary dropdown menu in the global header and clicking Preferences
2. Any beneficiary profile page by clicking Go To Preferences in the action bar at the
3. bottom of the page
4. The Plan List page for the beneficiary by clicking Add Preferences button in the left sidebar
above the filters
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Get Started
On the Get Started page, agents can provide the beneficiary's zip code, select the interested
coverage type and subsidy. This allows agents to indicate whether the beneficiary receives a
Low-Income Subsidy. The Low-Income Subsidy, also known as "Extra Help," is available for
eligible beneficiaries whose income and resources are limited. This subsidy aids with
prescription drug plan costs, including the premium, deductible, and copayments. Qualifying
for this subsidy impacts plan pricing. Providing the beneficiary's subsidy information allows the
system to adjust premiums, drug deductible and drug copays in the plan cost estimates.
While working with a beneficiary profile, agents can access this page by selecting Preferences in
the dropdown menu or clicking Go To Preferences in the Profile page action bar.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

Get Started (con't)
1. Enter the beneficiary's zip code to determine available plans. This will prepopulate from the
beneficiary's profile and updates made to the zip code here will save to the profile.
2. Select which coverage type the beneficiary is interested in and what they are shopping for.
The choice made here will control which plan type tab you land on when reaching the
available plan list page. Agents will still be able to select other tabs to see other plan types
on the available plan list page. The choices also impacts the dynamic workflow; for
example, if the beneficiary is only interested in Prescription Drug Plans, then the workflow
will skip the Health page. Agents can still choose to navigate to the Health page using the
left bar navigation.
3. Select an option to indicate the level of assistance the beneficiary qualifies for.

Information is automatically saved as soon as it is entered on the page. Click Continue to
navigate to the next part of the preferences workflow or navigate using the menu on the left
side of the page. Agents can also click Previous to go to the previous page they were on, Skip to
skip this page (information is saved) or Go To Plans to go directly to the plan list.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Health Information
Entering information about the beneficiary's location, age range, and health provides a list of
available plans and calculates estimated out-of-pocket medical expenses. The age and health
information agents provide does not affect the plan premium or the beneficiary's eligibility for
Medicare plans.
The Health Information page allows agents to provide age range and health information for a
beneficiary. While working with a beneficiary profile, agents can access this page by selecting
the Health option in the dropdown menu or clicking Go To Preferences in the Profile page action
bar.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Prescriptions
The Prescriptions page allows agents to enter the beneficiary's prescription drugs. If the
beneficiary is not interested in plans with drug coverage or does not want to provide their
prescription drugs at this time, agents can select a different page or skip to the next step. It is
recommended that the beneficiary provide prescription drug information, as this allows agents
and the beneficiary to understand if and how their drugs are covered by each plan and to
provide a better out of pocket cost estimate.
While working with a beneficiary profile, agents can access this page by selecting the
Prescriptions option in the dropdown menu or clicking Go To Preferences in the Profile page
action bar.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

Prescriptions (con't)
1. To find a drug, enter the first few letters in the search field. Use the dropdown search
results list to select the drug.
2. After finding and selecting a drug, additional fields appear, where agents can enter dosage,
form, frequency, and quantity information. The most common values will be selected by
default. When finished, click Add. The drug is added to the Medicine Cabinet and saved to
the beneficiary's profile.
3. Switch to the direct generic form of the drug by clicking the button provided (if desired).
4. To edit the drugs that are on the Medicine Cabinet, agents can change the following:
a. Change the drug dosage by clicking Edit
b. Remove the drug by clicking the X
Information is automatically saved as soon as it is entered on the page. Click Continue to
navigate to the next part of the preferences workflow or navigate using the menu on the left
side of the page. Agents can also click Previous to go to the previous page they were on, Skip to
skip this page (information is saved) or Go To Plans to go directly to the plan list.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Medicare Blue Button
Beneficiaries can connect their MedicareCart profile with their MyMedicare.gov account to
import their claims data and pre-populate drug information into their list of drugs. Agents can
initiate this process by sending an email to the beneficiary from the Prescriptions page.

Agent Send Beneficiary Email to Connect
Agents can send an email to the beneficiary to connect their MedicareCart profile with CMS
claims data to import their prescription information instead of having to manually enter.
Agents can still manually enter drugs in addition to the imported claims data. Enter the email
address (this will pre-populate if available) and click Send Email (as shown below in the red
rectangle). Agent will then see the status "Waiting for Access" until beneficiary grants access.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Sample Email Beneficiary Receives to Connect Blue Button
Beneficiaries click the link in the email to start the process. The link brings them to
MyMedicare.gov where they create an account or login.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Sample Login and Grant Access Pages Beneficiary sees on CMS MyMedicare.gov
Beneficiary must create an account or login with an existing account on MyMedicare.gov.

After logging in, beneficiary must Allow access. This is a sample page and my not reflect exactly
what the beneficiary will see once they login to MyMedicare.gov. They will see an Allow or Deny
option and must select Allow to complete the process.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Agent Statuses
The agent will see a status update on the Prescriptions page so they can tell what the
beneficiary has done with the email link (as shown below in the red rectangle):

Waiting for Access
Waiting for the beneficiary to click Allow or Deny on the CMS page. If a lot of time has
passed, Agent should follow up with beneficiary to see if they received the email or not.
They can resend the email.
Issue Loading Prescriptions. Please try again.
If beneficiary has an issue connecting, the agent will see this status. Agent should
resend the email and encourage beneficiary to try again.
Beneficiary Denied Access
If beneficiary clicked Deny on the CMS access page, the agent will see this status. Agent
can resent the email and encourage beneficiary to try again.
Prescriptions Shared Successfully
If beneficiary clicked Allow on the CMS access page, the agent will see this status and see
the list of prescriptions updated.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Sample Prescriptions Shared Successfully Page
After sharing prescriptions claims data successfully, the beneficiary sees a confirmation page
with the drugs added to their Medicine Cabinet.

Email to Agent: Prescriptions Shared Successfully
After the beneficiary shares prescription claims data successfully, agents will receive an email
(if there is an email on file for the account). Agents can log in and view the beneficiary's
Prescription page and see all prescriptions added to their Medicine Cabinet.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
Import Latest Prescriptions
After beneficiary successfully shares their prescriptions claims data, the agent can Import latest
prescriptions by clicking the Import Latest Prescriptions button on Prescriptions page.

Pharmacy
The Pharmacy page allows agents to enter the pharmacy where the beneficiary fills
prescriptions, so the system can provide more accurate drug pricing. Entering a pharmacy is
optional, and agents can skip this page.
While working with a beneficiary profile, agents can access this page by selecting the Pharmacy
option in the dropdown menu or clicking Go To Preferences in the Profile page action bar.
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Adding Beneficiary
Details & Preferences
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

Pharmacy (con't)
1. If the agent entered a Zip Code on the Get Started page or when creating the profile, a list
of pharmacies for that zip appears. If the agent did not enter a zip or wants to search for a
pharmacy in a different area, enter a zip code. Zoom in or out on the map and click to drag
the map area.
2. The pharmacies are listed in proximity to the location entered.
a. To select the beneficiaries pharmacy, click the Add Pharmacy button in the list or by
clicking on a pin on the map and selecting Add Pharmacy there.
b. The selected pharmacy icon changes color and now says "Pharmacy Added" to indicate
it is selected. The select pharmacy details display above the map. It can be removed by
clicking the X.
3. The selected pharmacy displays at the top of the page. The list also shows "Pharmacy
Added" for the selected pharmacy.
4. Any pharmacies with the e-prescribing icon support e-prescribing.
Information is automatically saved as soon as it is entered on the page. Click Continue to
navigate to the next part of the preferences workflow or navigate using the menu on the left
side of the page. Agents can also click Previous to go to the previous page they were on or Go To
Plans to go directly to the plan list.
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Shopping
Plan List

The Plan List page allows agents to view all the plans that are available in the beneficiary's
service area. The available plans, plan pricing, and estimated costs are impacted by several
factors including the beneficiary's location, subsidy eligibility, prescription drugs, and pharmacy
selected. Plan cost estimates are more accurate with more information entered for the
beneficiary.
While working with a beneficiary profile, agents can access this page by:
Selecting the Plans option from the header beneficiary dropdown menu
Clicking Continue To Plans from the Profile page
Clicking Continue from the Add Pharmacy page
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Shopping
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

Plan List (con't)
1. Select a Plan Type: A tab appears for each available plan type. The available plan types
vary based on the plans included in the customer's website and the plans the agents are
licensed to sell. If a tab is unavailable, it is because no plans of that type are available in this
website and in the beneficiary's area. The following default tabs may appear:
a. Medicare Advantage Prescription Drug Plans
b. Prescription Drug Plans
c. Medicare Advantage Plans
d. Medicare Supplement Plans
2. Review Plans: Review the available plans. Plans appear in order based on Total Estimated
Costs, with the lease expensive plan listed first. For each plan, agents can view plan details
and enroll in a plan (if their permissions allow).
3. Sort Plans: Agents can use this drop-down menu to sort plans according to the following:
a. Plan Premium (default for Medical Supplement)
b. Total Estimated Costs (default for Medicare)
c. Medicare Star Rating
d. Plan Name
4. Compare Plans: Agents can compare up to 3 plans side by side. Check the Add to Compare
box next to the plans to compare. Click Compare Now. The plan comparison page will open.
Note: On a mobile devise, users can only compare 2 plans side by side.
5. View Plan Details: To view additional plan information, click Plan Details.
6. Send a Quote: To send the beneficiary a quote for a plan, click Add to Quote.
7. Enroll in a Plan: To select a plan and begin enrollment, click Add to Cart or Enroll. Agents
can send beneficiaries applications by email.
8. Filter Plans: Agents can use the filters to filter plans accordingly to carrier and plan
subtype. Filters are data driven and are only shown if there is a plan available for that filter
on the plan tab. Filter selections do not carry across tabs.
9. Preferences: Agents can see the preferences information entered for the Profile and easily
navigate back to each page to edit or add information.
10. Covered Preferences: Agents can see for each plan if the prescriptions and pharmacy are
covered, as well as estimated drug cost, totat est. annual cost and health cost (depending
on the plan type).
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Shopping
(con't)
Plans Link - FAST PASS
It is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED to create a profile whenever working with a beneficiary so
that information is saved, and the profile can be retrieved later. However, if a beneficiary does
not want to give their name for a profile to be created, or if you simple want to jump straight to
the plan options, agents can search availabl plans before creating a profile by using the Plans
button.

1. Click Plans Link in Header: Agents can click the Plans Link from the header of any page to
browse available plans for a coverage area. This will clear information and start a new
session (see the three dashes indicating no profile is currently active).
2. Enter Zip Code: Beneficiary must provide their Zip Code to see plans available for the
service area.
3. Shop for Plans: Clicking Shop for Plans will load the Plan List pages as explained above in
this document. Agents can enter preferences information and see all details about a plan.
NOTE: It is NOT recommended to send a Quote or Application from this page without a
Profile active because Agents will not be able to retrieve the information later.
To send a Quote or Application, create a Profile and then proceed.
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Shopping
(con't)
Plan Details
The Plan Details view allows agents to view the details for a specific plan. Agents can access this
view from the Plan List page or from the Compare Plans view by clicking the Plan Details button.
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Shopping
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

Plan Details (con't)

1. Review Plan Details: The Plan Details view allows you to view plan details, including costs,
coverage and any relevant plan documents.
2. View Monthly Drug Estimates: If the beneficiary is interested in further details on drug
pricing for plans with Drug Coverage, click Prescriptions. This option is available only for
plans with drug coverage.
3. View Monthly Total Costs: If the beneficiary is interested in viewing total estimated outof-pocket expenses, click Total Costs.
4. Send a Quote: To send a quote for this plan, click Send Quote. A window opens, where you
can provide a beneficiary's email address.
5. Enroll in the Plan: To enroll in the plan, click Add to Cart.
6. Plan Documents: All documents associated with the selected plan are listed in this section.
Click on the link to open that document in a new window.
7. Provider Directory: This link will be enable if an external URL is included in the plan data
to perform a search for providers for the plan.
8. Edit the Drug List: The Plan Details view includes information on which of the beneficiary's
drugs are covered by the plan, and which drugs are not covered. If you need to edit the
drugs selected for the beneficiary, click the Add/Edit Prescriptions link.
9. Prescription Directory: This link will open the Prescriptions tab where a search may be
performed for covered prescriptions specific to the plan.
10. Edit Selected Pharmacy: The plan details view includes information on pharmacy
coverage. If you need to edit the selected Pharmacy, click the Add/Edit Pharmacy link.
11. Pharmacy Directory: This link will open the Pharmacy Tab where a search may be
performed for covered pharmacies specific to the plan.
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Shopping
(con't)
Prescriptions Tab
The Prescriptions tab allows agents to review estimated drug costs and restrictions for a plan.
Agents can access this page from the Plan Details view by clicking Prescriptions at the top of
the screen.
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Shopping
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

Prescriptions Tab (con't)
1. Change the Selected Drugs: (if necessary) by clicking Add/Edit Prescription List.
2. Switch Between Retail and Mail Order: (if desired)Drug retail pricing appears by default.
If the beneficiary orders drugs through the mail, agents can view mail order pricing by
clicking Switch to Mail Order Costs.
3. Review the Selected Drugs: This page details the prescription drugs that were entered for
the beneficiary on the Prescriptions page. This includes drug pricing by phase and any
restrictions.
4. Footnotes: A footnote number is displayed next to each drug name for which the footnote
is applicable with a detailed description at the bottom of the page. Footnotes dependent on
the plan's formulary and pharmacy type are displayed at the bottom of the page.
5. Enroll in the Plan: To enroll in the plan, click Add to Cart.
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Shopping
Total Costs Tab

(con't)

The Total Estimated Costs page allows agents to review the beneficiary's estimated out-ofpocket costs for a plan. Agents can access this page from the Plan Details view by clicking
Total Costs at the top of the Screen.

1. Review Your Total Estimated Costs by Month: The table on this page allows agents to
answer any of the beneficiary's questions about how total estimated costs are calculated
for this plan. Each month can be expanded to see the Premium, Drug cost per prescription
and health costs expected.
2. Switch Between Retail and Mail Order Pricing: Drug retail pricing appears by default. If
the beneficiary orders drugs through the mail, agents can view mail order pricing by clicking
Switch to Mail Order Costs.
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Shopping
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

Total Costs Tab (con't)
1. Review Your Total Estimated Costs by Month: The table on this page allows agents to
answer any of the beneficiary's questions about how total estimated costs are calculated
for this plan. Each month can be expanded to see the Premium, Drug cost per prescription
and health costs expected.
2. Switch Between Retail and Mail Order Pricing: Drug retail pricing appears by default. If
the beneficiary orders drugs through the mail, agents can view mail order pricing by clicking
Switch to Mail Order Costs.
3. Review Estimated Drug Costs and Restrictions: Review the beneficiary's estimated drug
costs per month under the selected plan. These amounts are calculated based on the plan's
coverage.
4. Enroll in the Plan: To enroll in the plan, click Add to Cart.
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Shopping
(con't)
Compare Plans
Agents can compare up to 3 plans side by side on the Compare Plans page.
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Shopping
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

Compare Plans (con't)
1. Compare Plans: The Compare Plan view displays common benefits that agents can
compare at a high level across plans. Use the information on this page to compare plans in
terms of Costs, Coverage Overview, and Benefits. Use this page to answer many of the
beneficiary's questions about the benefits of one plan versus another.
2. Plan Highlights: Highlights rows when at least one of the plan being compared has a
different benefit value.
3. View Plan Details: If the beneficiary has a question that is not covered on the high-level
details provided by the Plan Comparison view, the Plan Details button allows agents to see
additional details for a plan.
4. Send a Quote: To begin the Quick Quote process for all plans on this page, click Send
Quote.
5. Enroll in a Plan: While agents are on the Compare Plans view, the beneficiary may decide
which plan to enroll in. If the company allows online enrollments, agents can begin
enrollment by clicking Add to Cart and using the company's guidelines to complete the
online enrollment form.
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Shopping
(con't)
Riders
Riders, also referred to as Add-on coverage, are additional benefits that may be purchased with
the selected plan, if offered. The plan cards provide a visual reference to indicate if riders are
available for a plan. The benefit details of what a rider covers may be found in plan details, plan
compare, and the shopping cart. Riders may only be selected for purchase in the shopping cart.
(Example shown below in the red rectangle.)

Example in Shopping Cart shown
to the right.
Add/Replace Buttons: Add the
selected rider to the cart. Only
one rider for a given type may be
added to the cart. For example, if
a dental rider is selected and a
combined rider also offers dental
coverage, the button on the
combined rider will have the text
Replace. If Replace is selected, the
dental rider previously selected
will be deselected automatically.
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Shopping
(con't)
All Plans View
To ensure agents better serve beneficiaries, agents can now see all plans, NOT ONLY plans they
are licensed to sell. With a licensing filtering option, agents can easily switch from the all plans
view to only those they can sell. From the left navigation bar, filter plans by licensed to sell or
view all plans (as shown below).

PLEASE NOTE: Agents can view and compare plans regardless of selling permissions. However,
agents are not able to send quotes or start enrollments for plans they are not licensed to sell.
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Send a Quote
Quotes are an effective way to deliver plan information and ability to enroll to a
beneficiary electronically by sending the quote in an email. The email provides systemgenerated links that allow beneficiaries to access the consumer MedicareCart website and
complete their own enrollments online. The links provided in the email contain the Agent
ID, which ensures agents get credit for any enrollments that result from the quote.
Agents can send a quote for up to 3 plans at a time (plans must be the same plan type).
If a beneficiary has a profile in the system, agents can send a Quote while shopping for
plans through the beneficiary's active profile.
Add plans to quote - Agents can select up to 3 plans that they want to be included in
the quote from the Plans page. A multi-plan quote can include plans of the same plan
type i.e. agents cannot send a MA and PDP plan in the same quote.
Send quote - Agents can send a quote to a beneficiary by clicking the Send Quote
button from the following pages:
Plan List
Plan Details
Compare Plans
Clicking on Send Quote opens a modal that displays:
Email of the beneficiary
Custom message
Plans included in quote
Documents to be sent with quote. Because this feature sends the links to be
included with the quote to the beneficiary, it is only available for single plan quotes
as to not confuse the beneficiary regarding which documents go with which plans.
When the beneficiary comes to the site to look at plans, they can see all available
documents online.
Agents will see a confirmation message when the quote is sent and see the quote
history on the beneficiary's profile.
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Send a Quote from Plan List
To send a Quote from the Plan List, follow the numbered steps in order as show below.
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Send a Quote from Plan Details
To send a Quote from Plan Details, click on Send Quote as show below.
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Send a Quote from Compare Plans
To send a Quote from Compare Plans, click on Send Quote as show below.
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Send Quote Window
When sending a quote to a beneficiary, a window will open as show below.

Quote Sent Confirmation
When a Quote has been sent successfully, a message will appear as shown below.
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Sample Beneficiary Quote Emails
When a quote is sent successfully, the beneficiary receives TWO EMAILS that can be used
to access the quote: one with the link to view the quote and a separate email with the
access code email. These are separate for security reasons because personal identifiable
information is involved.
The first email has a link to view the quote, along with the name of plans included in the
quote and links to any selected when sending the quote. An example of the FIRST EMAIL
sent is shown below.
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Sample Beneficiary Quote Emails
(con't)
The second email contains a unique system generated authorization code which will be
used to authenticate the beneficiary to view the quote. An example of the SECOND EMAIL
sent is show below.

The beneficiary will click on the View Quote link from the FIRST EMAIL to land on the
authorization page. Here they can see their agent (broker) information
on the page header.
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Sample Beneficiary Quote Emails
(con't)
On the authorization page, the beneficiary will then input the authorization code they
received in the SECOND EMAIL into the field shown, agree to the disclaimer by checking
the box, and then click View Quote to authenticate and view the plans sent to them.
Beneficiaries should follow the steps as shown below.
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Beneficiary Quote Summary
Upon successful authentication, the beneficiary lands on the quote summary page,
as shown below.
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Enroll a Beneficiary
MedicareCart's electronic enrollment form guides the agent through the process of submitting the
enrollment application. From the plan list page, an agent can add a plan to the cart. Agents can
also start an enrollment from any page within a specific plan by clicking Add to Cart. This directs
the agent to the cart and Continue to Apply from the cart takes the agent to the enrollment form.

Send Beneficiary Application to Enroll (Email or Text)

If the beneficiary has chosen a plan to enroll in, the agent can send an application for a specific
plan to the beneficiary by email and/or by text message.
Agents can add a plan to the Cart and choose in the Cart if they are completing the enrollment by
sending to the beneficiary or submitting the enrollment themselves. This question displays
underneath the plan information and above the action bar with Continue to Apply.

If Agent selects "Complete and Submit Form Myself," then on the last page of the enrollment form,
they will see a Submit button. They will not see an option to send to the beneficiary. If they change
their mind and DO want to send to beneficiary, they must return to the plan list page, add the plan
to the cart again and choose the option "Send to Beneficiary to Sign and Submit."
Note: When changing from agent submission to beneficiary completing form, some
information may be lost and will need to be re-entered.
If Agent selects "Send to Beneficiary to Sign and Submit," they will fill out all required information
for the beneficiary and find the Send to Beneficiary button at the bottom of the last page of the
enrollment form.
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Enroll a Beneficiary
(con't)

Send Beneficiary Application to Enroll (Email or Text, con't)

1. Send to Beneficiary: From the last page in the enrollment form, click Send to Beneficiary to
choose to send the application by text and/or email. NOTE: If agent changes their mind and
wants to submit themselves, they need to add the plan to Cart again and choose the option in
Cart to submit instead of send to beneficiary. This will start a new enrollment and information
entered in the previous form may be lost.
2. Enter Phone and/or Email: Type in the phone number and/or email to send the application to
the beneficiary. If there is an existing number or email, it will prepopulate. Confirm the
number is a mobile number and not a landline number.
3. Send Application: Click Send Application to send the application to the beneficiary. The
beneficiary will receive two texts and/or two emails, one with the link and one with the
authorization code.
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Enroll a Beneficiary
(con't)

Sample Beneficiary Application Email and Text
This is the email and text message the beneficiary will see when they receive a link to an
enrollment application. They will also receive an email with an authorization code to securely
authenticate and access the application.

Beneficiary will open the enrollment application from the link and land on the last page of the
enrollment form. They can review their information, make any necessary changes, and then sign
and submit the application.
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Enroll a Beneficiary
(con't)

Agent Email Notification of Beneficiary Enrollment
When a beneficiary completes an enrollment, the agent will receive a notification email, as shown
below. They can login to view more information related to the profile and enrollment.
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Enroll a Beneficiary
(con't)

Enrollment History
The Profile page allows agents to view a beneficiary's enrollment history. Agents can access this
page by searching for a profile, opening the profile, and then scrolling down to the Enrollment
history.
For each beneficiary, agents will see three types of enrollment information:
1. Current year in process enrollments at the top of the list. These are applications that have
been started but not completed for the beneficiary for the current plan year.
2. Current year completed enrollments below the in-process enrollments. These are completed
enrollment applications for the current plan year and may include information about riders,
documents uploaded during enrollment and the ability to view the PDF of the application.
3. Past enrollment information is at the bottom. This includes plan name and other information
if available to be displayed.

1. View Enrollment Information: The enrollment history information for this applicant includes
the date and time of the application submission, the plan selected for enrollment, and the
confirmation number. Agents will also see rider information, documents uploaded during
enrollment and the total monthly premium.
2. View the Enrollment Form: To view the PDF version of the completed enrollment form, click
View Application.
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Enroll a Beneficiary
(con't)

Medicare Supplement
If offered, the Medicare Supplement plan tab will appear on the Plan List page. When selected,
agents will be required to answer a series of rate factor questions for the beneficiary prior to
viewing plans and rates.

Rate Factor Questions - Medicare Supplement
Rate factor questions vary by carrier. Rate factor questions displayed are dependent on the plan
selected and its service area. All questions in the sample image below may not display for all
plans, only the applicable questions for the plan selected will display. All questions displayed are
required.

1. Rate Factor Questions: Answer all questions presented regarding the beneficiary.
2. Guarantee Issue Reasons: Select a reason from this area. Clicking on the category to
reveal reasons associated with the category. Select the most appropriate reason
for guarantee issue.
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Enroll a Beneficiary
(con't)

Medicare Supplement (con't)
After all rate factor questions have been answered and agent clicks the Continue to Plans button,
available plans and premiums will be presented. Select Edit Your Answers in the banner above the
plans to go back to the rate factor questions.
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Enroll a Beneficiary
(con't)

Medicare Supplement (con't)
There may be an occasion when, based on the answers provided to the rate factor questions, no
plans are available. When this occurs, a message will appear where plans are normally located.
Again, select Edit Your Answers to return to the rate factor questions (as shown below in the red
rectangle).
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Drug, Pharmacy and
Provider Search
The Drug, Pharmacy and Provider Search feature allows agents to bypass the shopping process
and search for covered drugs, pharmacies, and providers for a specific Plan. This feature may be
accessed by clicking this link in the footer:

Plan List

Agents will land on the available plans page and need to enter a zip code:
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Drug, Pharmacy and
Provider Search
(con't)
After a zip code has been entered, available plans will appear.

1. Edit Zip Code: Edit/update the zip code to reveal plans available.
2. Plan Tabs: Plan tabs will display for all available plan types. NOTE: Medicare Supplement
plans are not available to search for this feature.
3. Find Providers: This link will be enable if an external URL is included in the plan data to
perform a search for providers for the plan.
4. Find Prescriptions: This link will open the Prescriptions tab where a search may be
performed for covered prescriptions specific to the plan.
5. Find Pharmacy: This link will open the Pharmacy tab where a search may be performed for
covered pharmacies specific to the plan.
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Drug, Pharmacy and
Provider Search
(con't)
Find Prescriptions
Select a plan and click Find Prescriptions for that plan. Search for the drug by name. Upon typing
the name, a list of drugs will appear. Select either the drug name from the drop down or click the
search icon.

NOTE: Agents may only search for one drug at a time. Drugs may not to be added to the
beneficiary's Medicine Cabinet in this process. This can be done on the main site. See the
Prescriptions section in this document above.
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Drug, Pharmacy and
Provider Search
(con't)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Medicare Plans: Click this to navigate back to the plan list.
Select Dose and Form: Select the dosage and the form of the drug.
Enter Quantity and Frequency: Enter the quantity and select the frequency of the drug.
Generic vs. Brand Selection: Select YES for the direct generic form of the drug or NO for the
brand form.
5. See if this Drug is Covered: After making the selections above, click this button to see if the
drug is covered and reveal pricing specific to the plan.
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Drug, Pharmacy and
Provider Search
(con't)
Direct Generic Example

Brand Example

Restrictions Example
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Agent Account Overview
The Account Overview page allows agents to view and manage their information in the system, as
well as access their personalized shopping link. This page can be accessed by clicking the agent's
name in the top right navigation bar and selecting Account Overview from the menu.
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Agent Account Overview
(con't)
The numbered bullet points on this page correspond with the red circle #'s shown in the graphic on the previous page.

1. View and Edit Account Information: Account information displays on this page. Western
Marketing determines the fields agents may edit. After editing, click the Save button at the
bottom of the page to save changes. If agents need to change any other personal information
in this section, contact Western Marketing.
2. Access Shopping Link (Personalized URL): Agent information is included in this link, so
agents receive credit for any enrollments completed by the beneficiary who use this link. To
provide this link to a beneficiary, copy the URL by clicking the Copy Link button. Then agents
can past this URL into, for example, an email.
3. Agent Selling Permissions: This will display each carrier, state, and plan type the agent has
permission to sell along with Agent's Writing Number. The data included in this section is data
Western Marketing has verified as being "Ready-to-Sell" (RTS) for each agent.
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Shopping Link
(Personalized URL)
Each Agent will have access to their own personalized URL Shopping Link that they can share with
a beneficiary. When the beneficiary opens the site from the link, they will see the agent's
information in the header of every page (see example below in the red rectangle). Beneficiaries
will be able to shop for only the plans the agent is licensed to sell. If a beneficiary creates an
account, agents will be able to search for the profile and see any updates made by the beneficiary,
such as prescriptions added to the Medicine Cabinet. Agents will receive credit for all enrollments
completed through their personal links.
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Shopping Link
(Personalized URL)
(con't)

To access your own personalized URL Shopping Link, please follow the steps below.

Click on the drop down arrow next to your name in the top right-hand
corner of the screen, then click on Account Overview.
Click "Copy Link" in the My shopping link box (as shown below). Simply
clicking the "Copy Link" button will Copy the link for you.

Once the link has been copied, you can paste it into the body of an email, a text
message, etc. to send to beneficiaries so they can enroll themselves through
the platform.
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Shopping Link
(Personalized URL)
(con't)

If the agent sent their Shopping Link to a beneficiary and the beneficiary enrolled in a plan, the
agent will receive an email notifying them of the enrollment. See example shown below.
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Adding Selling Permissions
to Your Account
If an agent needs to add a specific carrier and/or state selling permission to their account, they will
need to send a request to Western Marketing for the necessary changes. Agents do not have
permission rights to make these changes on their own. Please follow the steps below.
Email

info@MedicareCart.com

1. Send an email to info@MedicareCart.com
2. Be sure to include the following details in the email:
a. Agent Name
b. Agent NPN
c. Carrier/Product/States that need added to your account
d. Proof of Ready-to-Sell (RTS) status for Carrier/Product/States you are requesting
Once your request is processed, the changes will show up in your account the next business day.
For example: if Western Marketing processes the selling permission changes to your account on
Monday, you will see those changes reflected in your MedicareCart account the next day on
Tuesday. Most requests can be processed same business day as they are received, but not
guaranteed.
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Agent Training Videos
If an agent needs additional training on the features and functionalities of MedicareCart, there are
a number of videos available on YouTube that demonstrate exactly how the platform works. To
access these videos, please click the link below.

CLICK HERE for Agent Training Videos
Video topics include:
Shopping, Quoting & Enrollment
Consumer Shopping & Enrollment
Guided Help
Quoting
Shopping Link
Scope of Appointment
Medicare Supplement Plans
..........and more!
Watch these videos anytime, anywhere, on any device.
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Meet the Health Team!
Please see the contact information for our Health Marketing team below - any one of us will be happy to
help with any questions you may have regarding MedicareCart. We look forward to working with you!

Tyler Finken

Andrew Rodman

Sandy Marreo

Tyler@wmacorp.com

Andrew@wmacorp.com

Sandy@wmacorp.com

Taylor Gardner

Derek Finken

Taylor@wmacorp.com

Derek@wmacorp.com

Health Marketing Director

Health Marketing

Health Marketing

Health Marketing

Jayne Klein

Health Marketing

MAPD Speacialist

Jayne@wmacorp.com

We're here
to help!
Lydia Courtier
Health Marketing

Lydia@wmacorp.com

Western Marketing

Amber Workman

Health Marketing Assistant

AmberW@wmacorp.com

318 W. Huron St., Missouri Valley, IA 51555

Please feel free to contact any
member of our team at their
email address listed above with
any questions you may have, or
contact us at our phone
number listed below.
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How to Reach Us
800-852-7152

HEALTH TEAM

Tyler Finken, Health Marketing Director - Tyler@wmacorp.com
Andrew Rodman, Health Marketing Consultant - Andrew@wmacorp.com
Sandy Marrero, Health Marketing Consultant - Sandy@wmacorp.com
Taylor Gardner, Health Marketing Consultant - Taylor@wmacorp.com
Derek Finken, Health Marketing Consultant - Derek@wmacorp.com
Lydia Courtier, Health Marketing Consultant - Lydia@wmacorp.com
Supporting
life and health insurance
Jayne
Klein, MAPDindependent
Specialist - Jayne@wmacorp.com
Amber Workman, Health
Marketing
- AmberW@wmacorp.com
agents
in allAssistant
50 states.

LICENSING & CONTRACTING

Licensing@wmacorp.com

Emily Cunard, Contracting Team Lead - Emily@wmacorp.com
Rachel England, Operations Assistant - Rachel@wmacorp.com
Kerri Sekera, Licensing & Contracting - Kerri@wmacorp.com
Brenda Jones, Receptionist/Agent Services - Brendaj@wmacorp.com

Email

info@MedicareCart.com

844-759-4924
Ready to get setup?
Fill out and return the Setup Form found on pages 84 & 85.
Western Marketing

318 W. Huron St., Missouri Valley, IA 51555

800-852-7152

www.wmacorp.com

Contact Us

Phone
800-852-7152

Email
info@wmacorp.com

Fax
888-507-1861

Website
www.wmacorp.com
www.MedicareCart.com

Other important emails:
Licensing & Contracting

Licensing@wmacorp.com

New Business Applications

NewBusiness@wmacorp.com

Supply Order Requests

Supplies@wmacorp.com

Let's get Social!
Connect with us on Social Media! Click on
each specific icon to be taken to our page.

Western Marketing

318 W. Huron St., Missouri Valley, IA 51555

800-852-7152

www.wmacorp.com

Setup Form
Name

NPN

Agency

EIN

Email

Phone

Please select the carrier(s) you would like made available in your account.
Please note: You must be contracted and currently active under Western Marketing for
each carrier you choose. Active carrier contracts will be verified before added to
your account. If not currently contracted under Western Marketing - please see 2nd page.

Aetna

Anthem

Cigna

Humana

Medica

Molina

Mutual of Omaha

Regence

UnitedHealthcare

WellCare
Please select the state(s) you would like made available in your account for potential sales.
Select all that apply. Please note: you must be actively licensed with the state DOI and
ready to sell in each state you choose. Active licenses will be verified before added to
your account.

AK

AL

AR

AZ

CA

CO

CT

DE

FL

GA

HI

IA

ID

IL

IN

KS

KY

LA

MA

MD

ME

MI

MN

MO

MS

MT

NC

ND

NE

NH

NJ

NM

NV

NY

OH

OK

OR

PA

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VA

VT

WA

WI

WV

WY

Once your account has been setup to your preferences chosen above, we will contact you
directly with your login info, etc. Please reach out to your Health Marketer at 800-852-7152
with any questions you may have in the meantime.

Signature

Date

Setup Form
New Contract Requests / Intent to Transfer Contracts
You must be contracted under Western Marketing for each individual carrier you
would like to utilize within Medicare Cart. If you are currently contracted under
Western Marketing with any of these carriers, please select which ones you want
added to your Medicare Cart account in the first column. If you are not currently
contracted with a carrier(s) but would like to be, please indicate in the second
column below. If you ARE currently contracted under another IMO for a carrier(s)
and would like to move your contract to Western Marketing, please indicate in the
third column below. Please note: most carriers will require a signed release
from your current upline before they will allow you to move your contract
to Western Marketing. Please reach out to your Marketer for a release form, if
needed.
I am currently
contracted under
WMA - please add to
my Medicare Cart
account.

I am NOT currently
contracted with
this carrier please contract me.

Aetna
Anthem
Cigna
Humana
Medica
Molina
Mutual of Omaha
Regence
UnitedHealthcare
WellCare
Please return this completed form to:
Email: Licensing@wmacorp.com
Fax: 888-507-1861
Mail: Western Marketing
ATTN: Medicare Cart
318 W. Huron Street
Missouri Valley, IA 51555

I am contracted
under a different
upline, but will
obtain a release to
move to WMA.

